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ABSTRACT

The selection of speech waveform features for use in speech detection

algorithms has often been approached from an heuristic or ad hoc viewpoint.

This paper applies formal information theoretic concepts to the problem of

optimal selection of these speech features. The mutual information conveyed

about a classification (i.e., speech present or speech absent) by the

measurement of specific features is used as the information metric. The

classes of features examined include energy, first autocorrelation lag, zero

crossings per frame, linear prediction error, and first adaptive linear

prediciton (LP) coefficient. It is shown that, of these features, the first

adaptive LP coefficient provides the most information about the speech/no

speech classification.

Additionally, the mutual information measure is used to categorize sets

of two features according to their speech decision information content. Among

the sets of two features examined, the first adaptive LP coefficient and

energy are found to be the optimal set. The extension to higher order sets is

straightforward.
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1. Introduction

The problem of selecting appropriate features from the speech waveform is

a very important research topic in the area of speech detection. The

efficient and accurate determination of the presence or absence of speech is

useful in numerous applications--speaker identification, isolated word recog

nition, and voice-channel assignment in a TASI-type environment, as well as

others. This report examines the problem of speech feature selection for an

eventual application in a soft decision voice switch, but the techniques

developed herein are not limited to this application. They are readily

extended to any application requiring efficient and accurate speech detection

in potentially high noise environments.

A motivation for the "optimum'" speech feature selection may be obtained

by considering the soft decision voice switch. TASI-type systems typically

sample a set of channels for the presence of speech and assign communication

links based upon the detection of speech. One source of degradation in these

type of systems is the "front-end clipping" of speech sounds due to inaccurate

or overly stringent speech detection algorithms e These current algorithms

perform a "hard" decision--that is, speech is determined to either be PRESENT

or NOT PRESENT. A full set of bits is then assigned to the channel if the

decision is that speech was present. Conversely, no bits would be assigned

(i.e., no link established) if the no-speech decision were made. The

previously described degradation occurs predominantly in transition segments

where speech has both voiced and unvoiced characteristics. The soft decision

voice switch attempts to alleviate this degradation by assigning a variable

number of bits to channels based upon the probability that speech is present
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speech were

be assigned

However, the communication link would be established. If the probability

were high, then more bits would be assigned to preserve the fidelity of the

speech waveform. Hence, one trades a compact and minimal assignment of

channels for the increased fidelity resulting from a gradual introduction of

the speech. The remainder of the current report examines in depth the

question of the "best" set of speech features to use in the speech detection

decision by formulating an information theoretic measure based upon mutual

entropy. It should be noted that these results are applicable to both hard

and soft decision voice switches.

2. Candidate Speech Features

The speech waveform is different in several ways from the silence or

noise only waveform. For instance, speech is usually of a higher energy and

has higher correlation between samples. Additionally, whereas noise covers

most of the frequency domain of the telephone channel bandwidth, most of

speech occupies the lower part of the spectrum. The task of recognizing the

best speech features is made difficult by the fact that speech features are

usually correlated, and often, speech can take the form of noise, as in

unvoiced speech. In this section we will define the speech features to be

employed in the development of the soft decision voice switch and use an

information theoretic measure to select a set of "optimal" features for an

accurate, efficient method of speech detection.
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Addition-energy, zero crossings, and autocorrelation coefficient.

Three common speech features used in the speech detection process

follows:

are as

ally, a new feature is introduced as a candidate speech feature--the first

coefficient of a sequentially adaptive prediction filter. It will be

subsequently shown that this adaptive filter coefficient possesses superior

properties for determining the presence of speech in noisey environments.

2.1 Energy

The energy of the waveform under consideration is one of the standard

features used in a great number of the current algorithms for speech

detection. If energy is the only feature employed, then silence* is declared

if the energy of a frame of speech falls below a certain threshold, while

speech is declared present if the energy exceeds another threshold. Rabiner,

et. al., [1] used energy not only to detect noise (i.e., silence) but also to

classify speech according to voiced and unvoiced segments. Simulations of

this voice switch showed that if used alone, energy would often provide the

least number of misclassifications when compared to other standard features.

In [1], it was assumed that the logarithm of the energy had a Gaussian

distribution, whereas other authors claimed that an exponential distribution

was better suited [3]. Additionally, Richard [2] proposed that log energy has

a gamma distribution. Computationally, a time-varying recursive calculation

of energy is simple and requires only one addtion and one subtraction per

update. That is, if

*In much of the literature, "silence" is taken to mean not necessarily

actual silence, but sometimes just the absence of speech. Thus, a noise idle

channel with no speech would fall in the silence category.
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(2.1)

is the energy of the signal waveform found in a frame of length N samples at

time n, then the energy of the N-length frame at time n+1 is

e:(n+l) 1
N

N-1
L s2(n+1-i)

i=O

or, using (2.1),

1
N

N-l
L s2(n-1) - s2(n-N+1)]

i=O

e:(n+l) e:(n) + 1 [s2(n+1) - s2(n-N+1)]
N

(2.2)

The log energy, E(n), is simply defined as

E(n) = 10 log e:(n)

2.2 Zero Crossings

(2.3)

A zero crossing is said to occur if successive samples have different

algebraic signs. It is easily seen that the rate at which zero crossings occur

is a simple measure of the frequency content of a signal. Speech signals,

however, are broad band signals and thus the average zero crossing rate gives

only a rough estimate of the frequency content of speech signalse An

appropriate mathematical expression for zero crossing number, z(n), within a

frame of length N samples can be written as follows:

z(n) = 1
2

N-l
I Isgn [x(n-m)] - sgn [ x(n-m-l)] I,

m=O

(2.4)
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where

1 x(n) > 0
sgn[x(n)] (2.5)

-1 x(n) < 0

To calculate a numerical value for this feature, all that is required is to

check samples in pairs to determine sign changes (for instance, an exclusive

OR of the sign bits would suffice). The running sum of the sign changes over

the last N consecutive samples is then easily computed.

The energy of voiced speech falls within the lower region of the speech

spectrum, whereas for unvoiced speech most of the energy is found at higher

frequencies. Since high frequency implies a high zero crossing rate, it can be

seen that there is a strong correlation between the spectral energy distri-

bution and the zero crossing rate. The zero-crossing feature, therefore, is

used by a large number of speech detection algorithms to detect low amplitude

(i.e., unvoiced) speech since it is a power-independent feature.

2.3 Autocorrelation Coefficients

Since voiced speech is highly correlated, whereas unvoiced speech and

many noise environments are much less correlated, the correlation properties

of the signal suggest a potential method for differentiating between speech

and no-speech. One function which provides information concerning the

correlation properties of a signal is the autocorrelation function. The

autocorrelation function, R(m), of a stationary, zero-mean random process x(n)

is defined by [4]

R(m) = E{x(n) x(n-m)} (2.6)
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In practice, we estimate a value of

R(m) based upon a finite length data segment of N samples which have been

acquired at time n. We will call this estimate Rn(m):

N -Iml-l
Rn(m) = 1 2 x(n-i)x(n-m-i)

N=lml i=O

(2.7)

A good estimate of autocorrelation requires a large number of samples, which

requires a long delay. However, as N is decreased to decrease the delay, the

variance of the &n(m) increases; that is, there is less reliability in the

Rn(m). Thus there is an inherent trade-off between reliability and delay.

A fairly stable autocorrelation value is the first (m=l) autocorrelation

coefficient, Rn(l). Again, voiced speech has a larger autocorrelation

coefficient (~l), whereas random waveforms (silence, unvoiced speech) have a

lower coefficient. Recursive evaluation of Rn(l) is very simple. From (2.7)

and

Rn(l)
N-2

1 \ x(n-i)x(n-i-l),N-l L
1=0

(2.8)

Rn+l (1)
N-2
2

1=0
x(n+l-i)x(n-i) (2.9)

It is a simple matter to expand (2.9) into the required form:

Rn+l(l)= &n(l) + N~l 1~(n)X(n+l)-X(n-N+l)X(n-N+2)~1 (2.10)
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Often, the autocorrelation coefficients are normalized by the power of the

sequence, given by Rn(O). Thus, a normalized form of (2.8) would be

R'n(l) = (2.11)

Additionally, some very efficient algorithms for computation of autocorrela

tion functions are found in Rabiner and Schafer [3].

2.4 First Linear Prediction Coefficients.

A new feature for speech detection investigated in this paper is the

first adaptive linear prediction coefficient. Linear prediction of speech is a

technique that has found many applications in recent years, such as DPCM

encoding, speech synthesis, and linear prediction coding. The basic concept

behind linear prediction is that the present sample of the speech waveform may

be accurately predicted from a linear combination of past speech samples. By

minimizing a sum of the squared differences (over a finite interval) between

the actual speech and the linear prediction of speech, a unique set of linear

prediction coefficients may be obtained. Standard techniques of solving the

resultant equations include the covariance and autocorrelation methods.

Instead of using these solution methods to determine the probability of speech

and the probability of silence at time n, we may also use a sequential

adaptive method to compute the predictor coefficients which also iteratively

updates the coefficients at each new sample. Since voiced speech, in

particular, is quite predictable and noise, in general, [5], is not then the

linear prediction coefficients should reflect these differences. Thus,

another potential discriminant between speech and no-speech should result.
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To develop the use of this feature, let s(nln-1) be the estimate of s(n),

the speech sample at time n, based upon a knowledge of speech samples through

time n-1. Then

e(n) ~ s(n) - s(nln-1) (2.12)

is the prediction error. The goal is to compute the prediction coefficients

which minimize a function of this error. The linear prediction s(nln-1) in

(2.12) is given by
N

s(nln-l) I ai(n-1) sen-i)
i=l

= ~T(n-1) !N(n-l)

where

~(n-l) = [al(n-1). • .aN (n-l)]T

is the predictor coefficient vector and

5 (n-l) = [s(n-l) •.• s(n-N)]T
N

is the vector of N preceding speech samples.

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

The adaptive predictor

coefficients are updated according to the following recursion:

~(n) = ~(n-l)+ y(n)e(n)

In (2.16) yen) is the stochastic approximation gain

(2.16)

y(n)=
g~(n-l)

T
K + !N (n-1)~(n-1)

(2.17)

where g and K are constants chosen to control the speed of convergence [5].

Since the first adaptive LP coefficient is a new speech feature for

consideration, an example of its behaviour in clear speech and noisy speech

will be very beneficial. Several seconds of speech were processed by the

adaptive prediction algorithm in (2.16) containing eight coefficients. As
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illustrated in Figure 1, it may be observed that the first prediction

coefficient, al(n), maintained an approximately zero level when silence was

being processed. However, when speech began to be processed by the algorithm,

,this first coefficient rose substantially (see Figure 1). This is due to the

predictive nature of (2.16), which has a non-zero ~(n) for correlated data

(i.e. t speech). To use the adaptive algorithm effectively as a speech detector

we must modify (2.16) slightly to drive the predictor weights to zero when

truly uncorrelated data is present. The form of the sequentially adaptive

predictor now becomes

~(n) = [1-e] ~(n) + y(n)e(n) (2.18)

The factor (I-e) is slightly less than one, so that when silence occurs the

coefficients will not "freeze" at the last update value. Thus, the prediction

algorithm of (2.18) provides a method for extracting another speech feature-

The plot in figure 1 displays how a threshold may be accurately

applied to al(n) to determine the presence or absence of

convergence rate of al(n) back to zero is thus controlled by

application displayed in figure 1, e was chosen to be € = 1/256.

speech. The

€. For the

Another very important property of speech detection via the a1(n) feature

is dramatically displayed in figure 2. In this case, a noise sequence of 0 dB

power (relative to the speech power) was added to the same speech segment as

in figure 1. This noisy sequence is shown in figure 2a. The sequential adap

tive predictor was used to process this speech and the plot of al(n) is shown

in figure 2b. Even for this rather drastically noise-corrupted case, there is

still an excellent correlation between high values of a1(n) and the presence

of speech. Again, this is a direct consequence of the stochastic gradient

algorithm of (2.18).
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3. Feature Selection and Ordering.

Section 2 provided us with an introduction to some frequently used speech

features) plus one additional new feature. In the speech detection problem,

one is concerned with choosing the "best" set of features. Therefore, we are

interested in ordering these candidate speech features according to their

classification ability to keep the dimensionality of the classification

problem manageable. In the current work, we are interested in selecting an

efficient set of features to use in the soft decision voice switch. We may at

this point hypothesize an "optimum" set of speech features, optimum in the

sense that the features maximize a certain functional, J(.), which ideally

would be the probability of a correct speech classification. This maximi-

zation would be such that J(.) would have the largest value with respect to

any other feature combination of the same size taken from the same available

set of features. Another way of expressing this is as follows:

Let

(3.1)

be the set of speech features available for the speech/no speech decision. We

are then to find the subset

(3.2)

that maximizes the function

J(X)=max J(E)
E

where E is any combination of d features. There exist many methods for

selecting such a subset of features and/or ordering features according to

their importance) such as minimizing the interclass distance or performing a

Karhuenen-Loeve transformation [4]. We have chosen instead to use an

information theoretic approach to find the optimal subset of features. It is
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desired to maximize the mutual information between the allowed sets of speech

features and the allowed classes of speech decisions. This has the strong

analytical basis of adhering to a formal information measure, rather than an

ad hoc procedure.

4. Applications to Speech Feature Selection.

Suppose we consider the simplest case in which we are trying to make a

decision about the presence or absence of speech based upon the measurement of

a single feature value xl. We use the notation xl = v to signify that the

speech feature xl has the measured value v. This feature could be any of d

features in (3.2) --x could be the number of zero crossings in a frame or the

level of the energy within a frame, or the value of al(n) at time n, etc.

Thus, we are trying to make a decision w (i.e. wI = speech present, w2 =

speech absent) on the basis of the observed feature value xl = v. We would

like to use the "best" feature xl to make the decision; that is, the feature

which conveys a maximum of information about the possible speech classes Wj.

There is an information theoretic measure which allows us to quantify

this concept. It is called the mutual information between events Wj and xi

and is given by a measure of the "uncertainty removed" about the class

decision Wj by having made the measurement xi. Alternatively. we may consider

uncertainty removed as "information gained" about the class decision. Hence,

our justification for using mutual information as a performance criterion.

This mutual information is the quantity we seek to maximize.
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An example employing actual speech features will help illustrate the

concept. Suppose we have the five candidate speech features, x1-xS, where our

indices correspond to the notation below:

speech decision:

Wl speech present

w2 = speech absent

feature classes:

Xl zero crossings (per frame) at time n, Z(n),

X2 energy (per frame) at time n, E(n),

x3 = first autocorrelation coefficient at time n, Rn(l),

X4 linear prediction error energy at time fi, e(n) (8--coefficient
filter).

X5 first adaptive LP coefficient (from eq. (18» at time n, a1(n).

The two speech decisions are quite logical--speech is either present or

not, and the features xl-x5 are ones quite commonly used in speech detection,

with the exception of xs which is introduced in this paper. Since we are

interested in determining the probability of speech present, we seek to

determine which single feature of the set {xi} provides the most information

about the decision "speech presente"

We have said that we wish to "remove the uncertainty" about a decision by

making a feature measurement. Let us quantify this procedure in a formal

sense.

feature.

Consider first the situation before we make a measurement of the

There exists some a priori relative probabilties that speech is

present, P(wl), and that speech is absent, P(wZ). In the absence of any

strict knowledge of these probabilities then the equiprobable assignment
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At any rate we will have some a priori (i.e., prior to the

measurement) decision probability density. From this we may define H(W), the

a priori uncertainty, or entropy, concerning the speech decision

classification:

H(W)
2

- L P(w.) log P(w.)
j=l J J

(4.1)

The definition in (4.1) is well known from information theory [6], and is the

definition of entropy in the information theory literature. This concept of

entropy is alternatively a measure of the uncertainty concerning the decisions

Wl and w2 and we would hope to reduce the amount of uncertainty about the

decision by making a measurement of the feature xi. Therefore, let us define

the conditional entropy, H(Wlxi)' as the uncertainty remaining about W given

that we make the measurement of xi·

information theory and is defined by

This quantity is also well known from

H(Wlx.)
1

(4.2)

where in (4.2), the notation xik signifies xi = vk and P(Wj,Xik) is the joint

probability of Wj and xi = vk, occuring. Using (4.1) and (4.2), we may now

define the mutual information I(W;xi) as the original uncertainty about the

speech class W minus the uncertainty remaining after the measurement, or

mathematically

I(W;Xi) (4.3)

We would

The quantity I(W;xi) is thus "the reduction in uncertainty" achieved by

making the measurement or, equivalently, the "gain of information."

therefore desire to find the feature xi which maximizes this information gain.
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Summarizing, then, the manner in which we will use the preceding

development to choose an optimal speech feature is as follows:

(1) Define a set of candidate speech features {xi}· The set used in

this study is that set previously denoted on page 12.

(2) Use speech training sets necessary to compute the conditional

probabilities P(WjIXik) as required in (4.2). This is done by

visually inspecting the plot of a noiseless speech file to determine

the locations of speech and silence and then numerically calculating

the P(WjIXik) for all xi

the results section.

More will be said about this method in

(3) Calculate H(Wlxi) using (4.2),

(4) Assume a priori that speech and silence are equiprobable, in which

case, P(wl) = P(wZ) 0.5 and H(W) = 1;

(5) Calculate leW; xi) from (403).

s. Results for Single Feature Selection

The preceding section outlined the method whereby the optimal single

speech feature may be found. The extension to optimal sets of two speech

features, three features ••• etc., is straightforward and will be done in

Section 6. Before presenting the single feature results, the mechanics of how

the speech training sets were actually used to compute the conditional

probabilities of (4.2) requires more explanation.
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Three training sets of speech and silence were used to compute the

probabilities in (4.2). The total duration of the speech/silence data was 9

seconds, or approximately 72,000 samples. Amplitude plots of these data files

were visually examined and the sections containing actual speech were

extracted. These are denoted below as the speech training files. Similarly,

the sections containing only silence were extracted and denoted as the silence

training files.

Within each speech file the first block of data of N samples was then

extracted and measurements made on each of the five candidate features on Page

11. Then, a second block of N samples was defined by shifting positively in

time one sample (this acquires the speech sample at time N+l and deletes the

sample at time 1). Measurements were made for each of the five speech

features within this block as well. By repeating this process throughout the

block of speech a histogram of K cells could therefore be computed. Each cell

in the histogram contains the frequency of occurence that xi = Vk. This

procedure was then repeated for each feature xi, given that speech was

present. These K histogram values were then used as the approximation to

p(Xilwl) in (4.2). A similar procedure operating over the silence files

produced the p(xilwz) required in (4.2). The values of P(xi) were calculated

in a similar fashion as described above, except that the process was done over

all the data, both speech and silence. The probability of speech, P(wl), was

arbitrarily set to 0.5.

At this stage all the

fore, from (4.1)-(4.3) the

to find that feature which

present decision.

quantities H(W), H(Wlxi) are calculable. There

mutual information I(W;xi) can now be calculated

provides the most information about the speech
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The results in figure 3 graphically display some results of computing the

mutual information, I(W;xi), for several xi as a function of input signal

to-noise ratio. It can be seen that the first adaptive LP coefficient is the

optimal speech feature over the range of SNRs examined.

6. Feature Ordering for Single Features

The results of computing the mutual information values for the five

speech features under consideration may be used to order the features

according to their usefulness for detecting voiced speech. The tabular

information in Appendix A was used to make this ordering assignment using the

assumption that the features were statistically independent. Table 1 presents

the ordering, from best (1) to worst (5) for evaluations using 8 ms (64

sample) frames. The notation corresponds to the feature definitions on page

12. Another ordering based upon using 4

computed, but the results were exactly the

this 4 ms ordering is omitted.

ms (32 sample) frames was also

same as in Table 1. Therefore,
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SiN in db
Feature
order GO 30 15 0

1 a1 a1 a1 a1

2 E E E R(l)

3 e e R(l) E

4 R(l) R(l) Z Z

5 Z Z e e

Table 1. Single Feature Ordering Based Upon
Mutual Information Computation: 8 ms (64 sample) Frames.

However, the speech features listed in Table 1 are not entirely

statistically independent. Therefore, an extension to a higher order mutual

information measure is required for any more accurate orderings of speech

features.

7. Extension to Higher Order Measures

The previous feature orderings (Tables 1 and 2) using the first order

mutual information measure "I(W;Xi)" would be an optimal one if the features
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were statistically independent. Unfortunately, the features are somewhat

correlated and the ab9ve ordering is suboptimal. Indeed a higher order

information measure is required if the best subset of features is to be found.

By higher order information we mean the average mutual information between the

class set "w" and any combination of d-features. However, a rigorous approach

to such an analysis would run into dimensionality problems and be unfeasible

from the standpoint of computational complexity. For these reasons, our

investigations were limited to the second order mutual information measure.

To order the sets of features it was chosen to follow a method similar to the

"Sequential Forward Selection" feature orderings found in [6].

may be summarized as follows:

This method

1) Initially, use the first order mutual information measure and find the

feature "Xl" that would provide the maximum I(Xl; W) and give it the

first order (best feature). Note the change in feature notation such

that there should be no confusion between the general feature Xl and the

specific feature xi on page 12.

2) Use the second order mutual information to find the feature "X2" that

combined with the feature Xl found at the first step would give the

highest second order mutual information I(Xl, X2; W). Give it the order

number two.

3) Use the second order mututal information to find the feature "X3" that

if combined with the feature "X2" found at the second step would give

highest second order mutual information I(X2 X3; W).

4) Repeat until features are exhausted.



SIN in db
Feature
order CD 30 15 0

1 al al at al

2 E E E R(l)

3 e Z Z E

4 Z e e e

5 R(l) R(l) R(l) Z

Table 2. Optimal Ordering for Second Order
Mutual Information Measure

19
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Applying the above method to the speech data files, the results shown in Table

2 were obtained for using the second order mutual information measure. Speech

frames of 8 ms (64 samples) were used for computation. It can be seen that in

every case (except for SiN = 0 dB) the feature set [ai, E], consisting of the

first adaptive LP coefficient and the frame energy. provides the best set of

two speech features. Operations on 4 ms frames (32 samples) produced similar

results. Figure 4 shows the performance of selected feature pairs as the

signal-to-noise ratio varies. Again, the inclusion of the first adaptive LP

coefficient is evident in the best feature pairs.

8. Summary and Conclusions

This paper has presented the results of investigations into an informa

tion theoretic measure applied to speech feature selection. The mutual

information conveyed about the speech/no speech decision based upon our having

measured a specific feature has been proposed as the information metric.

Computation of this information metric for speech training sets has shown the

first adaptive linear prediction coefficient from the stochastic gradient

algorithm to be the optimal single feature for speech detection (of the

features investigated).

Extension to higher order mutual information metrics has been proposed

and investigated. For the sets of two features examined, the set consisting

of first adaptive LP coefficient plus frame energy maximizes the information

conveyed about the initial speech class.
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